
VACUUM BAG SEALER 

SEAL 4000 

SEAL 4000 vacuum sealers operate by sea-

ling bags and extracting the air (and moisture) 

at the same time. Repeatable operations with 

vacuum timing control & sealing timing con-

trol, automatic jaws opening at the end of 

each cycle. Superior aspiration capability 

through the chamber vacuum system, extrac-

ting air from all the open side and leaving no 

air residues even in hidden spots. Rugged all-

metal case, effective power and attractive 

pricing. Jaws sealing lenght 520mm. Available 

200 or 110V versions, with or without gas 

Art SEAL 4000:  520mm vacuum sealer. 220V or 110V 

Art SEAL 4000 G: 520mm vacuum sealer - gas injection. 220V or 110V 

Art SEAL 9000: 800mm vacuum sealer. 220V or 110V 

Art SEAL 9000 G: 800mm vacuum sealer - gas injection. 220V or 110V 

STANDARD SEALERS & CUTTERS 

Heat sealers designed both for ESD bags and tubings. Adjustable sealing time fits 

material and the thickness of the bag. The models with the cutting blades will turn tu-

bing into single bags. Seal width: 2mm - Max material thickness: 2x0.125mm—

available versions with timer and magnetic closure   

Art SEAL HANDY 300 CUT  - 300mm with cutting blade 

Art SEAL HANDY 400 CUT  - 400mm with cutting blade 

Art SEAL HANDY 500 CUT  - 500mm with cutting blade 

 

 

BARRIER BAGS FOR VACUUM SEALERS 

SHIELDO SD 

Barrier EMI/RFI anti-humidity bags are designed specifically for dry 

vacuum packaging of sensitive parts in connection with SEAL 4000 

machinery. These bags keep air, moisture and oxigen out for longer 

periods. Moreover they provide an effective shielding against statics, 

RFI and EMI interferences (meet MIL B 81705-C).  

HUMIDITY INDICATORS & DESSICANTS 

Accessories for humidity control inside the bags. 

The spots on the indicators irreversibly change co-

lour when unwanted humidity enters the bag, the 

desiccants eliminate the residual humidity after the 

packaging process. 
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ANTISTATIC BAGS 

Polyethylene antistatic bags are designed to replace static-

generating packaging materials, protecting components hand-

led into the E.P.A.. Flexible, pink-transparent, strong sealings, 

durable ESD features, ESD symbol included on each bag. Wide 

range dimensions available.  

Art. SA antistatic bags  

Art SA: antistatic bags one side open 

Art SAC: antistatic 

bags with zip closure 

Art SA/T: antistatic 

tubing  

 

STATIC SHIELDING BAGS 

SHIELDO SM static shielding bags are designed to provide an 

effective shield against electrostatic discharges on sensitive 

components and assemblies. The metal-in structure provides a 

durable protection of the metal layer, and an effective Faraday 

Cage protection on the content. Shielding bags are indicated for 

ESD protection both inside and outside the E.P.A..  

Art. SHIELDO SM: static shielding bags one side open 

Art SHIELDO SMC: static shielding bags with zip closure  

ANTISTATIC STRETCH FILM 

Art FE-AS-30 

Wrapping extensible stretch film in rolls of 

300m, height 500mm, thickness 25 micron  

ANTISTATIC BUBBLE ROLL 

Art PLAC 

Bubble film roll to protetch ESD sensiti-

ve parts from mechanical shock. 
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ESD BAGS AND BUBBLES 



ESD PACKING TAPES 

ESD tape for intimate packaging of sensitive devices, do not genera-
te static charges during un-rolling, do not leave residues. 
 
Art REA7-12    12,5mm width (1/2 inch) 
Art REA7-24    24mm width (1 inch) 
Art REA7-48    48mm width (2 inches) 

EPA PACKING TAPES 

Packaging tapes for ESD protec-
tion boxes, yellow background with 
ESD symbol, core 75mm, width 48. 
Visible makings. 
 
Art REA-PACK    

ESD SYMBOL MINI-LABELS 

Smallest adhesive label rolls with attention ESD sym-
bol, ideal for application on boards and components. 
Yellow background with ESD symbol 
Art EAS 005005         rolls of 1000 mini labels 5x5mm  
Art EAS 0205           rolls of 1000 labels 20x50mm
  

IMPACT ADVISE LABELS 

Art. SHOCKWATCH 

These irreversible self adhesive labels indicators are designed to 

determine the shock level on a delivered parcel. Including a preci-

sion impact detection device, which operates with liquid filled glass 

tube housed in the label. If the shock on the parcel passes a prede-

fined threshold the tubes breack and the liquid changes colour. Ask 

for the chart of models available.  

These special labels can be affixed to product packaging or directly 

onto the product itself, giving you the flexibility to prevent damage on virtually all 

goods requiring care during shipping and handling and the use of these devices 

can help to prevent warranty abuse. 

 

Available in five sensitivities, as indicated by the five different colours - simply 

match the sensitivity of the label to the level of impact the product and packa-

ging can withstand. Activation indicates an impact beyond the predetermined 

level. 
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TAPES AND LABELS 


